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Learn Python Programming: The no-nonsense, beginner's guide to programming, data science, and web development with Python 3.7, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn the fundamentals of Python (3.7) and how to apply it to data science, programming, and web development. Fully updated to include hands-on tutorials and projects.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn the fundamentals of Python programming with interactive projects
	
			Apply Python to data...
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Cooperative Task-Oriented Computing: Algorithms and ComplexityMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Cooperative network supercomputing is becoming increasingly popular for harnessing the power of the global Internet computing platform. A typical Internet supercomputer consists of a master computer or server and a large number of computers called workers, performing computation on behalf of the master. Despite the simplicity and benefits of...
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Security Modeling And Analysis of Mobile Agent Systems (Electrical and Computer Engineering)World Scientific Publishing, 2006
Computer systems have evolved from early centralized computing systems into distributed computing systems. Distributed computing paradigms have also experienced a development from client-server paradigm to current mobile agent paradigm. Traditionally, Remote Procedure Call (RFC) is used in client-server paradigm. A client sends data to its server...
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Neural Stem Cells for Brain and Spinal Cord Repair (Contemporary Neuroscience)Humana Press, 2002

	Active neuroscientists survey NSCs as potential tools for central nervous system and spinal cord repair by explaining their clinically significant fundamental properties, manipulations, and potential therapeutic paradigms. Their discussion of the fundamental biology of NSCs illustrates the signaling pathways that regulate stem cell division...
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Middleware for Network Eccentric and Mobile ApplicationsSpringer, 2009
Middleware is a critical foundation needed to leverage the development of a wide range of mobile and ubiquitous applications. Intrinsic challenges when building such middleware require the combination of expertise from areas like distributed systems, networking, software engineering, and application development.
This textbook provides a...
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Globalization and Health: Challenges for health law and bioethics (International Library of Ethics, Law, and the New Medicine)Springer, 2006

	Within contemporary society, globalization has emerged as a key concern at the centre of ethical, legal and policy debates relating to health care. Conflicts between public interests and individual rights, the challenge of regulating health professionals and access to health services, and the effects of a global market all feature prominently...
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The Internet of Things in the Cloud: A Middleware PerspectiveCRC Press, 2012

	Although the Internet of Things (IoT) is a vast and dynamic territory that is evolving rapidly, there has been a need for a book that offers a holistic view of the technologies and applications of the entire IoT spectrum. Filling this void, The Internet of Things in the Cloud: A Middleware Perspective provides a comprehensive...
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Art of Computer Programming, Volume 2: Seminumerical Algorithms (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1997

	
		The bible of all fundamental algorithms and the work that taught many of today's software developers most of what they know about computer programming.

	
		 

	
		–Byte, September 1995

	
		 
...
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Intelligent Databases: Technologies and ApplicationsIGI Global, 2006
Computer-based information technologies have been extensively used to help many organizations, private companies, and academic and education institutions manage their processes and information systems hereby become their nervous center. Information systems are used to manage data. The explosion of massive data sets created by businesses, science...
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Enabling Optical Internet with Advanced Network Technologies (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2009
This reference provides an overview of the key concepts related to the major issues of optical Internet, and studies traditionally and recently proposed optical switching paradigms. The concise coverage presents a detailed comparison of optical switching technologies, and covers architectural issues together with topics such as signaling protocols...
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Perspectives of Neural-Symbolic Integration (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
The human brain possesses the remarkable capability of understanding, interpreting, and producing human language, thereby relying mostly on the left hemisphere. The ability to acquire language is innate as can be seen from disorders such as specific language impairment (SLI), which manifests itself in a missing sense for grammaticality. Language...
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Applied Genetic Programming and Machine LearningCRC Press, 2009

	This book delivers theoretical and practical knowledge on extension of Genetic Programming (GP) for practical applications. It provides a methodology for  integrating Genetic Programming and machine-learning techniques. The developmentof such tools contributes to the establishment of a more robust evolutionary framework when addressing...
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